
Time Series Analysis (& SI)-f 9f 57f 090
(The flrst 1.5 hours it is CLOSED BOOK. The second 1.5 hours is OPEN BOOK.)

Date: 30-10-2015
Place: THERM
Time: 08:45-11:45

1. CLOSED BOOK: Three questions:

(a) Have a look at the above realization x:,...,Í56 of the AR scheme Xt = aXt-r+e 1. What
is your guess for E(er) and a and ou?

(b) \,Vhat is deflnition of cross couarinnce function of two stochastic processes Ys and Xs.

(c) In the notes it is claimed that the standard biased estimator

iru(k) := *'rË--'," t+tkt- r|tr,r)(xt - frtx)

has two clear advantages over the unbiased estimator ffi Ifittt-t (Xt+kt-r?til(Xt-
ftiv). Mention at least one of the two advantages.

2. CLOSED BOOK: Consider the MA scheme Xt = e t + be s-1and suppose that lbl < L and that
Ee1 - 0.

(a) Determine r(k) in terms of b

(b) Determine the one-step ahead predictor k*rtt.
(c) Compute the mean square prediction error E(-f61 ,r, - írt,
(d) The standard predictor kt+ttt has access to the present and entire past of X1. We

could also choose to estimate Xyal as a function of the present X;'alone: determine
the c e R that minimizes E(Xt+t- cX)z

(e) For the optimal c of the previous part compute E(X1*1 - cX)z.Is it less than o2rl

(f) Your answers for (a-e) where derived under the assumption that lbl <L. Which of the
answers of (a-e) still hold if lbl > 1?



3. OPEN BOOK: Suppose X6 is iid normally distributed white noise with varian ce o2 >0. Sup-
pose we know that the mean is zero. Given are samples Í1,..., Í1g.

(a) Show that the maximum likelihood estimator of o2 is 6?or= $ff[, xft.
(b) Is ófu, unbiased?

(c) Is rifu, efficient? [you may use thatE-(T4) - 3o4z for normally distribured Z]

OPEN BOOK: In Exercise 7.7 of the notes it is claimed if & is a zero mean AR(l) process,
Xt = aXt-t* es, then the estimate 6 of the model Xt = 0 Xt-r+ è7 based on N samples of X1
satisfies

var(6)È(t- az)tN.

(a) Explain in words why var(6) does not depend or.
(b) The formula implies that a = 0.9 is "easier" to estimate than a= 0.5.

Explain in words that this makes sense using that ,.x(k) = fiorot.
OPEN BOOK: Suppose X7 is zeromean normally distributed WSS process with covariance
function

ifk=0
ig ft = +1

elsewhere

How many samples À/ of X7 should we collect before the estimate iiv(O) has a standard
deviation of less than 0.01?

OPEN BOOK: Let Us and Vs be two zero mean WSS processes and suppose the two pro-
cesses are uncorrelated. Assume further that the system ,tr is [il.In the notes it is proved
that frequency response h@) of the system equals

hkt) =
Qy"@)

Q"@)

for scheme (a) of the flgure below. Does the result also hold for scheme (b) of the flgure
below? [f so, show it. If not, derive a formula for h@) in terms of <pru@) and, Qu@t).

4.

5.

problem: I 2 3 4 5 6

points: 3+2+2 2+2+2+2+2+3 2+2+3 2+2 2 3

Exam grade is l+9plp*.r.


